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TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION



TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION

FORm_office sets the industry benchmark for managing and 
integrating technology into an ever shrinking footprint. The framework 
evolved from the world’s leading trading desk system in 2010. It 
delivers unparalleled cabling capacity and access, combined with 
cutting edge features to house, support and protect the technology we 
rely on everyday.

Without sacrificing its modern and clean aesthetic, FORm_office 
delivers award-winning solutions to even the most advanced 
technology intensive environments. 
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The FORm_office frame is engineered to accept technology housing options that can contain 
and protect up to 4 CPUs per user (subject to available footprint), while effectively routing heat 
gains from the technology away from the user. Oversized raceways provide the highest capacity 
cable management, with enough space to deliver advanced level power and data cabling.

CPU SUPPORT
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HIGH DENSITY CPU SUPPORT

TOP: multiple CPUs per user in 

high density IT environments.

BOTTOM: Detail of hinged 

access door to CPU enclosure.
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LOW DENSITY CPU SUPPORT

TOP LEFT: CPU sling. 

TOP RIGHT: CPU dolly.

BOTTOM: Fold down thin client 

shelf below work surface.  
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MONITOR SUPPORT

On FORm_office, monitor arms secure to an accessory mounting beam at the back of each user’s 
work surface. This beam, well known in the industry as the AX150, provides surface level mounting 
of monitor arm brackets for easy installation and relocation of monitors. Additionally, the structural 
design of the extruded aluminum beams makes for the strongest arm-to-desk attachment in the 
market, eliminating annoying monitor vibration found in products with lighter weight arm-to-desk 
attachment designs.
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COMPATIBLE MONITOR ARMS

Thrive™   Wishbone /  Wishbone Plus /  Flo /  Daisy One   

Humanscale™   M2 /  M7 /  M8 /  Paramount  /  MFlex

Ergotech™   Apex Series /  200 Series  /  600 series

Chief™    All Pole Mounted Systems 

Innovative Office Products All Pole Mounted Systems  
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Detail of typical accessory mounting beam bracket. 
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Detail of mid channel infills specified with connectivity features.
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CONTACT
37 West 20th Street
New York, NY 10011
Tel: 212.929.4883
Fax: 212.929.5174
info@innovant.com

www.innovant.com

Twitter: @Innovant_inc
Facebook: Innovant Inc.
LinkedIn: Innovant

Environmental stewardship is a primary component of Innovant’s core philosophy. 
One of our key missions is to minimize our impact on the environment and to 
ensure our products are environmentally sustainable. All of our standard products 
already conform to a variety of eco-requirements and many items can be further 
configured to maximize LEED points. 

SUSTAINABILITY 

OUR STORY
Innovant designs and manufactures intelligent office furniture for the modern 
workplace. A recognized leader in the industry, we focus on integrating seamlessly 
into the overall architecture of a space, optimizing real estate, promoting employee 
productivity, and ensuring long term value to the client business. Innovant’s 
adaptable open plan workstations, conference solutions, private office designs and 
specialty furnishings are available to view in showrooms worldwide. 

We know that our clients navigate complex decisions when choosing a furniture 
system. Innovant provides expert guidance along the way, collaborating with client 
teams to determine optimal product configurations. Where appropriate, we will 
recommend and engineer tailored solutions based on specific client requirements. 
Every Innovant product is designed for efficient installation and easy reconfiguration 
over time as new features are introduced.
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